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The Year that Was, Is, & Still Going!

P

aringa have enjoyed some real highlights over the
last 12 months. All this has been reinforced with
repeated client successes which has been pivotal in
riding out a challenging year.
Feedback from our clients has shown our genetics
programs have influenced farm successes, with
improved calving ease, fertility, less bull issues, ability
to hit markets quicker, with higher stocking rates using
fewer inputs, and even lines of weaner calves. Extra
premiums relative to market from buyers chasing
down Paringa blood lines.

Our contract breeding program continues currently
with renowned pastoral company S. Kidman and Co.
We are pleased with our first line of polled Charolais
Brahman cross elites just weaned, and proud to
be associated with this highly regarded Australian
company.

Our first major Charolais female offering in November
gave seed stock producers a rare opportunity to
access our breeding herd. We also held our first
offering of Black Angus & Red Angus females the
same month; it’s been some time since we have been
in this space, more to come.
The uptake of our yearling bulls has been significant
and continues to be a popular choice for affordable
and up to date genetics.

Bringing in a mob of Charbray ET Weaners

Stabilizer® Heifers
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Now is the Time ...
s you would agree the future looks promising
for both beef and lamb producers, with the key
fundamentals aligning in Australia at last: “supply and
demand”, from the turn of the seasons, and global
reduction in breeding stock.

A

4. Nutrition & Health – feed only for production
and revisit health programs to remove potential
reproductive barriers (eg. BVD, Vibrio, Lepto.)
5. Build a Better Cow – Now is also a great time to
strengthen your cow herd with different genetics.

Given the current and potential future farm gate
prices could go even higher, now is a great time
to get production systems tidied and cranked up.
It’s important not to forget to keep our production
systems low cost and productive, and not be lured by
perceptual premiums in the market place.

Points to consider:
a. Potential inbreeding of female base - time to infuse
new bloodlines
b. Adding hybrid vigour to the cow herd. This is a simple
but increasingly important option for commercial
producers to add extra production, longevity and
added health benefits. There are many ways to add
hybrid vigour and maximise marketing of progeny,
one way is by using a Stabilizer® bull – A ready
made hybrid vigour injection!
c. Using high ranking and feed efficient Paringa
Charolais or Angus as a terminal sire to target
specific markets. Ie. Marbling on grass, MSA, and
on weight gain.
d. Forward contract your bull requirements. We are
able to forward plan a percentage of your bull
needs by securing tailor made top genetics at a
set price. This is an increasingly popular way for
producers to plan their breeding programs, and
cash flow.
Happy to discuss any time, from 2 to 20 bulls, it is
all achievable.

Some tips to capitalise on the present and set up for
a more resilient future are:
1. Breeding Females – cull late calvers and preg. test
to identify empties. Also identify any older females
or those with bad temperament, feet and udders
etc., it’s a good time to move them on.
2. Replacements – it will be worthwhile to invest
in getting nutrition and health programs to best
practice to maximise chance of young females and
heifers getting pregnant in their first cycle.
3. Genetics – it is timely to sort out current bull team
and make necessary changes, including upgrading
your investment in the latest genetics and getting
the whole bull team up to speed. Aim for bulls
ranked in the top 30% Index and cash in on the
old bulls that have either been underperforming,
or may not make it through another year - good
market prices for culls.

Sire Update
Charolais
Our Charolais are entering new heights. Sires
Leachman White Gold (as pictured), Welcome
Swallow Easy Gain (as pictured), and Paringa Harvey
338 all rank in the Top 5 of all bulls on the Australian
Charolais database.

Angus
White Gold

Ayrvale Bartel E7, who was identified by us and
subsequently co-purchased by Paringa Livestock
Genetics, has the 2nd highest number of registered
progeny on the Australian Angus database. Watch
this space... Bartel E7 is marketed through Genetics
Australia contact Nigel Semmons Ph. 0439 417 941
for details and orders
Ayrvale Bartel E7

Welcome Swallow

Iron Ore

Stabilizer®
Our first International Multibreed data run was in
November 2014, with $Profit® Index included. More
information to come soon. Trinity, pictured below
and on the cover, is a new sire from LCOC, highly
ranked for $Profit® and a Simmental influenced bull.

Red Angus
Paringa Iron Ore E27 (pictured February 2014)
is now listed as the eighth most widely used Red
Angus bull in the USA. He sits with ABS Global after
an exclusive deal with USA partners for two years
and purchasing the semen rights at the Denver
Stock Show. We are excited by the next generation
of Red Angus coming through our herd, including
daughters of Iron Ore coming through production.

Trinity
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Genetic Partners & Alliances
Leachman Cattle of Colorado USA

W
>>

e have enjoyed a long association with Lee
Leachman of LCoC. This link has been a key
component of the future direction of our genetics
program, particularly our Australian Stabilizer®.
They focus on highly feed efficient, productive
genetics and are home of $Profit Index.

Rissington/Focus Genetics NZ

>>

Daniel Absolom with red Stabilizer® herd at Rissington April 2014

A

long working relationship with the Absolom
family, and since Focus Genetics has led to
driving better cross breeding systems and data , and
coincidentally similarly aligned breeding programs,
with Angus, Stabilizer® and terminal breed sires
their bull offering each year. Focus Genetics are the
largest red meat genetics supplier globally. We have
assisted them establish two ram breeds in Australia
Lee Leachman visiting Paringa

>>

Webster Pastoral

R

un efficiently by our neighbour Paul, Webster
Pastoral has been a key ET co-operator and
our key Charolais nucleus breeder for many years.

Paul (pictured right) attended the Workshop at Paringa in 2014 run by Christian
Duff of ABRI on Bull Selection

>> Larnoo Pastoral

L

Andrew Fulford

arnoo Pastoral professionally run by Manager Andrew Fulford,
have been a key contract embryo co-operator and Stabilizer®
breeder for over 6 years in the Yea region. Using rotational grazing
methods in hilly country with high stocking rates, means the Larnoo
cattle are run in similar conditions to the Paringa herd. Andrew has
joined us on tours in NZ and USA looking at genetics.

VALE Henry Gardiner

I

remember when I was 17 years old and living in the
basement of Nan and Henry’s house at Gardiner
Angus while I worked on the ranch in Kansas USA.
The early morning conversations with Henry over a
bacon and rock melon breakfast were incredibly
interesting to me. Henry would still do all the cattle
records manually, mostly in the in the morning, and
we would discuss the interesting data on select
bulls and females after a day calving, weighing or
processing bulls. He was proud that he was the only
one at American Angus Association not to make any
mistakes with their records and all manual without
technology!

“1996, the first year we went 100% AI, group of
Angus heifers at Ythanbrae”

I feel we have been very privileged to have had
such times with Henry and the Gardiner family. He
was a man deeply connected with his family and
environment, had lived through the depression and
dust bowls, and knew that breeding honest cattle
meant he could help his family flourish, while leaving
the land in better health.....that is his greatest legacy.

My time at GAR had a huge influence on me and
the future direction of our Angus business and cattle
breeding generally - including the move to 100% AI,
using the best proven genetics available.

Genetics Australia
Appointment

Portuguese Bull Breeder
(and Fighter) Visits Paringa

T

om has recently been elected to fill a casual
directorship position on the Genetics Australia
Board. Genetics Australia, a large livestock breeding
Company Co-Operative specialising in Dairy genetics,
alongside beef genetics, also operating a strong
distribution and export genetics business.
The position will compliment Tom’s lifelong experience
in the cattle industry, and draw on his expertise
in genetics and breeding systems, while adding a
broader beef genetics aspect to the current Board.

I

n October 2014 we enjoyed
this interesting visitor who
came to look at our Red
Angus operation, all the way
from Portugal.
Not only was Antonio a serious
cattle breeder, he descended
from a family of bull fighters.
For 500 years the tradition has
remained in their family.
Their farming operation is diverse, as they have a full scale
commercial beef business, as well as a line of cattle bred
specifically for bull fighting.
Their farm was the setting of a James Bond film many
years ago. His kind invitation for us to visit in Portugal with
our two boys, and teach them bull fighting is now on the
bucket list.
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Our Team

W

hile our team are a huge part of our small
genetics business, we enjoy being hands-on
owner operators. From farm work to office, field days
and visits. Our firm belief is keeping connection with
what’s happening on the ground, understanding how
our cattle perform… and witnessing the link between
data recorded and actual performance.

Sally
Sally is based in our Yea Office and manages our livestock
data system, across all breeds and multi breed! Sally is critical
in maintaining our data at a 5 Star rating. She has been an
integral part of our little team for many years now, we like to
think our business revolves around honesty and integrity and
these are just some of Sally’s many strengths.

Lynton
Bringing customer service,
genetic integration, breeding
strategy along with market
procurement
to
Paringa.
Contact Lynton to discuss
bull needs and updates, a
visit on your farm, he comes
with vast experience in animal
breeding and in particular cross
breeding.

Kylie
Kylie, also based in our office
part time, has been overseeing
our accounts for more than five
years. She offers much needed
stability and calm amongst
our sometimes chaotic office
environment!

Grant
As our key production driver, Grant has a unique talent with
working horses and dogs. He brings a lifetime of stock
experience and a vital dimension to the running of Paringa
Farms.

On Property Autumn Bull Sale 2015
TUESDAY 31ST MARCH @ 1PM
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• Registered Charolais Bulls
• Angus & Red Registered Angus Bulls
• Stabilizer® Black & Red Bulls

Request a catalogue or further information
on sale bulls please contact:
Tom: 0434 146 795
Lynton: 0439 767 260
Paringa Office: Ph 03 57973003
Email: info@paringalivestock.com.au

FEATURE REFERENCE SIRES

LT Long Distance

VPI Free Lunch

If undeliverable, please return to:
PO Box 203, Yea VIC 3717
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Dual Focus
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